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USGA Plans to Improve Communications at Ursinus

Modified Curriculum Announced

BY CHUKE CHAMBERS

An all new Ursinus Catalogue will appear at the end of the term reflecting many changes. The catalogue drops many courses, redesigns others and adds new offerings, bringing the course offering up to 712. The process of curriculum change is often slow and cumbersome because the effects of a new requirement for course must be calculated in terms of need, cost, new facilities, and additional faculty before any action is taken. Our total budget of $1,300,000 is based on funds. In addition, all changes are reviewed at least once by: the department involved, the Academic Council, the administration, and the Ursinus Board of Directors. But change must come.

For Clarity
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Focus:
By CRS CRANE
On the Concept of the "Dumb Phys Ed"er

Some people just don't realize that we do a lot more than just silly exercises. Sure, we do have some gym courses, but there's human anatomy and Kinesiology — they're hard. And we do run a round in shorts and sneakers a lot which helps our image, but that's not the kind of thing you do in the middle of the day and maybe do a bit of fraternizing. But this is one thing to be able to talk about with dormsmates, Malloy, O'Farrell, and Fried, or by interests in Existentialism, as seen by Jean Paul Sartre, but one that Ursinus has daily and can see the value of a physically fit person. And I do think Ursinus is great for the higher quality of phys. ed student.

Kim Brown

I'm not there.
No student may publish or cause to have published any article or whatever it is without proper college authorities. Now, I'm sorry they're that afraid that you might get lost in the streets. I don't think they see it as a real problem. They just don't trust us.

On Open Dorms
When I was at Bryn Mawr for a All-College Hockey Day, I was in a dormitory and there was no dormitory. I never did go to that stupid little dorm. I'm under the state law, time, and I'm not allowed in the dorm. I have to sneak in late!

When I was at Bryn Mawr for a All-College Hockey Day, I was in a dormitory and there was no dormitory. I never did go to that stupid little dorm. I'm under the state law, time, and I'm not allowed in the dorm. I have to sneak in late!

The President of the Haverford College has given a lot for the school. He's a smart man and he could have made a lot more money as a banker and probably have been more respected.

On the Administration
President Haverford has done a job for the school. He's a smart man and he could have made a lot more money as a banker and probably have been more respected.

(Continued on Page 6, Col. 5)
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By JANE SIEGEL

Well, here it is—living proof that your Weekly, the favorite bi-weekly publication of the Ursinus student body, is still in existence. Dr. Kruse, I'm sure you've heard all varieties of student complaints about the price, the editorial policies, the staff, the laziness of students and the leadership in general. But believe me, you will always find that the one thing that Ursinus students are very passionate about is the Weekly.

This is a true reflection of the student body, and as a student, I know that this is true. The Weekly is the only publication that students can directly influence. It is the only publication that students can directly affect. It is the only publication that students can directly benefit from.

So, when you see a new issue of the Weekly, pick it up and read it. It is not just a publication; it is a reflection of the student body. It is a reflection of the students who write for it, edit it, and promote it. It is a reflection of the students who support it and believe in it. It is a reflection of the students who will not let it die. It is a reflection of the students who will keep the Weekly alive and well.

And if you do not like it, do something about it. Write to the editor. Start a new publication. But do not let it die. It is a reflection of the students who care.
Sexton's Kind

By Jack Lewis

On the evening of December 10, the Ursinus forum program presented a poetry reading by Pulitzer Prize-winning poetess Anne Sexton, accompanied by Her Kind, an accomplished group of rock and free-wheeling modern jazz musicians. Miss Sexton's poetry was romantic, highly personal, and honest, consisting mostly of nostalgic and dreamlike imagery, occasionally bordering on the melodramatic. It principally describes the way that love can never be recaptured, creating a melancholy, the sort of bitter or regretful mood. Often she viewed life through the eyes of a curious child, everything traditionally in an array工作 which in a tongue-in-cheek and skeptical manner questionned popular images of Christ and the Bible. Moreover, the romantic quality of this poetry was reflected in its emphasis upon mood and emotion, as opposed to a more intellectual approach emphasizing subject matter and content.

Synthesis of Mood

Individual tastes in poetry aside, the presentation was magnificently consistent, transcending the difficulties of presenting music by literary and musical, in the fine arts. The highly competent and tightly-knit group of Sorors, under the direction of Miss Sexton and the musicians, has achieved a synthesis of mood with the background music. As one style of presentation was extraordinarily unified, reflecting an intimate artistic and performing relationship between Miss Sexton and the musicians. Their presentation of humor was the key to the audience - what could have made the audience noticeably uncomfortable and tense, the artist and the band broke into a contrived, revivul-style gospel song, featuring a more breathy and droll style of lyrics by Miss Sexton. Finally, one of the more remarkable aspects of the presentation is the genuine sense of enjoyment which all of the performers derived from the work. The right conclusion to this was that the mood dramatically enhanced the content and enhanced that of the poetry. Certainly this must be regarded as one of the most successful forum programs yet presented at Ursinus.
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If you or any other students wish to discuss the interpretation of these and of the above facts, I shall be glad to discuss it with you.

Most cordially,
WILLIAM S. PETTIT, Dean of the College.
Videon’s Matmen Fall to Albright

By Jim Williams

Frank Videon began another season as Ursinus wrestling coach last Saturday afternoon in a 27-11 loss to Albright College. With only 11 “stalwarts” on the squad, Videon surely could have invoked Kember’s immortal lyrics:

“Give me some men who are heart and hand, men who will fight for the rights they adore,
Start me with ten (eleven): who are stout-hearted men and I’ll soon give you ten thousand more.”

Videon’s Bears looked like winners in the opening bouts of the Albright contest. The Bears took an 8-6 point lead as Dave Movers, Ursinus’ 118-pounder decisioned Seiner 3-2 in the opener, and Kevin Garberich, another newcomer, won his 126-lb. bout by forfeit.

Troubles Begin

Videon’s troubles began to mount as the match went on. In the 134-lb. bout, Bob Buerly was leading rebounder. The big Ursinus man had 18 of his team’s total rebounds. Zimmerman and Hardline had 11 and 10 respectively.

For the losers Bob Hurst and Ted Leonardi were high pointmen, each tallying 10 markers. If M and A had a total of 66 rebounds.

The Franklin and Marshall game was quite a contrast to the Bears’ performance in both scoring and rebounding. The Diplomats poured in 23 points in the opening period and hung on with nine.

Three Victories

In its first four games, the Bear quintet scored three victories and two of them came over Haverford College. Ursinus opened its season against the Fords at Colleagville and came away with a 60-51 triumph. Even though the Fords had five players in double figures, Ursinus outscored the losers 43-21, a feat which proved to be the big difference in the contest.

Again it was Cattell who led the way in both scoring and rebounding, marking up 14 and 17 in the process. Cactor followed up with 12 rebounds and 17 points. Zimmerman came in right behind Cattell in the point column with 14 markers.

Archie Harvey and Bob Badger led the Jumbos attack with 10 and 17 markers respectively.

Top Photo: The Bears’ Herb Brown drives for an easy layup against an unidentified opponent. With 99 points in eight games so far this season, Brown is averaging 12.4 points a game. Above Photo: The Ursinus bench and part of the home crowd applaud as the Bears score in the opening game against Haverford as the Bears’ Frank Videon begins to recruit prospective wrestlers.
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